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Summary

A fundamental feature of developing tissues and organs is generation of planar
polarity of cells in an epithelium with respect to the body axis. The Drosophila
compound eye shows two-tier dorsoventral (DV) planar polarity. At the individual
ommatidium level, the eight photoreceptors in each unit eye form a dorsoventrally
asymmetric cluster. At the level of eye field, hundreds of ommatidia in the upper and
lower halves of an eye are uniformly polarized dorsally or ventrally, respectively. This
results in DV mirror symmetries about the equator. The uniform orientations of
photoreceptor clusters over long distance in the eye field provide an excellent model
for studying the genetic basis of long-range planar polarity. Ommatidial DV polarity
can be detected in third instar eye imaginal disc during the early stage of retinal
diVerentiation. Recent studies have strongly suggested that the foundation for this
DV polarity pattern is laid much earlier in undiVerentiated eye disc. The eye disc
primordium is partitioned into the DV compartments of independent cell lineages.
The Iroquois-Complex genes specify the dorsal fate whereas their absence in the
ventral compartment results in the ventral fate with expression of the fringe gene.
Genetic evidence suggests that the interaction of dorsal and ventral cells at the DV
boundary in early eye disc generates an organizing center for growth and patterning
of the eye field. In this chapter, we outline key genetic events involved in early DV
patterning and growth of eye disc, and its potential role in organizing long-range
signaling for DV planar polarity during later diVerentiation of the eye.

1. Introduction

Axial patterning is essential for organizing the bodies and organs in animal
development. Molecular and genetic basis of anterior–posterior (AP) and DV pat-
terning has been extensively studied in Drosophila limb imaginal discs, the larval
primordia for adult wings and legs. On the contrary, axial patterning of the eye disc
has not been well studied until recently. The aim of this chapter is to present an
overview of recent advances in early DV patterning of the Drosophila eye disc and its
role in organizing planar polarity of diVerentiating retina.

The adult compound eye consists of approximately 800 ommatidia or unit eyes.
Each ommatidium is a honeycomb-like hexagonal facet that contains eight photore-
ceptor neurons assembled in an asymmetric trapezoidal pattern and the surrounding
non-neuronal cell types including pigment and cone cells (Fig. 1; WolV and Ready,
1993). This stereotypic pattern of cellular organization is repeated in all arrays of
ommatidia in the eye. Despite the identical structure of each ommatidium, there is a
remarkable diVerence in the dorsal and ventral halves of the eye: the orientations of
asymmetric photoreceptor clusters in each half are polarized in opposite directions,
resulting in the formation of a mirror symmetric pattern. There are two main issues in
studying the mechanisms of ommatidial planar polarity in the eye. One is to under-
stand how each photoreceptor cluster makes a decision to take the dorsal or ventral
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polarity. Recent studies have revealed that asymmetric signal transduction mediated by
Frizzled (Fz) receptor for wg/wnt secretedmorphogens andNotch (N) signaling plays a
key role in determining planar polarity of ommatidia as well as wing hairs (Tomlinson
et al., 1997; Boutros et al., 1998; Fanto andMlodzik, 1999; Tomlinson and Struhl, 1999;
Adler, 2002; Strutt et al., 2002; Strutt and Strutt, 2002a; Tree et al., 2002).

The other issue is to find out how the polarity signals are organized to establish
long-range planar polarity. The DV mirror symmetry in the eye raises an interesting
possibility that the DV planar polarity in the adult eye may result from the DV axial
pattern established in the eye disc primordium. In development of the wing and the
leg, the imaginal discs are first divided into anterior and posterior compartments of
independent cell lineages before they are subdivided into DV compartments (Cohen,
1993). In contrast, there is no significant anterior–posterior lineage restriction bound-
ary in the developing eye disc. However, evidence suggests that major aspects of the
DV patterning mechanism are highly conserved in the eye and the wing. An impor-
tant common finding is that the border between DV compartments is a center for
organizing the growth and patterning of the disc (Irvine, 1999).

In the following sections, first we will examine the compartmental nature of DV
domains of the eye and genetic basis for the establishment of the DV pattern. We will
then address the question of how the early DV pattern organizes growth of the eye
disc. Lastly, we will focus on the potential role of early DV pattern in organizing the
long-range polarity signal(s).

Fig. 1. Dorsoventral mirror symmetry in the eye. (A) Schematic presentation of DV planar polarity of
photoreceptor clusters in third instar eye disc. The dorsal and ventral forms of photoreceptor clusters are

indicated by arrows pointing to the dorsal and ventral poles, respectively. The morphogenetic furrow

(MF) is indicated by a green line. The orientations of the arrows indicate that photoreceptor clusters in the

dorsal and ventral halves rotate 90! in opposite directions during maturation of the clusters. (B) Adult eye
section in the equator region. Photoreceptors R1 to R7 are indicated by numbers. The R8 cell is not shown

in this section as it is located underneath the R7. The dark region of each photoreceptor is the

rhabdomere. Note that photoreceptors in each ommatidium (unit eye) are clustered in the asymmetric

trapezoidal pattern. Photoreceptor clusters in the dorsal (above the equator line in the middle) and the
ventral (below the equator) are mirror-symmetric.
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2. DV compartments and the equator

The equator is the boundary between the dorsal and ventral photoreceptor clus-
ters. Similar mirror symmetric patterns of dorsal and ventral ommatidia in various
insect eyes had been described about 100 years ago (Dietrich, 1909). However,
developmental mechanisms underlying the DV pattern of these insect eyes have not
been well characterized. The use of the Drosophila eye as a model has been pivotal in
attempts to unravel the genetic basis of DV patterning in the eye.

The adult eye develops from the larval eye imaginal disc, a sac-like epithelial
primordium. The eye disc grows without diVerentiation until early third instar.
Retinal diVerentiation begins from the posterior margin of the eye disc, and the wave
of diVerentiation marked by the morphogenetic furrow proceeds anteriorly resulting
in the formation of columns of photoreceptor clusters at regular spacing (Ready et al.,
1976). Posterior to the furrow, photoreceptor clusters are generated by a sequence of
events including the selection of R8 founder neuron, recruitments of additional
photoreceptor precursors in the order of R2/5, R3/4 and R1/6/7 (Tomlinson, 1990;
WolV and Ready, 1993) and 90 ! rotation (Choi and Benzer, 1994). Preclusters
containing five R-cells located a few columns posterior to the furrow already show
DV polarity, indicating that the polarity decisions are made during the early diVer-
entiation stage (Tomlinson, 1988; WolV and Ready, 1991). An intriguing question is
whether the dorsal and ventral domains of the adult eye are extensions of DV domains
observed in early eye discs.

The relationship between the equator and the DV compartmental boundary has
been addressed in the pioneering study on Drosophila eye development by Ready
et al. (1976). By inducing mitotic recombinations between the white" (w") wild-type
and the w# mutant chromosomes, genetic mosaic eyes were generated that contain
clones of w#/w# and w"/w" recombinant cells surrounded by w#/w" parental hetero-
zygous cells. The w" gene is essential for uptake of red eye pigments and is a useful
cell-autonomous marker for photoreceptors and pigment cells (Ready et al., 1976;
Lawrence and Green, 1979). The examination of mosaic eyes showed that w# clones
originated from the dorsal side can cross a few cells into the ventral side of the
equator and vice versa (Fig. 2). Based on this result, it was concluded that the equator
is not determined as the boundary between the dorsal and ventral cell lineages.
However, this result does not exclude the possibility that the dorsal and ventral
domains of an eye are derived from two independent cell lineages, even though the
lineage boundary may not precisely correspond to the equatorial line of DV polarity.
This idea was supported by the fact that similar mosaic clones marked by the lack of
eye pigmentation due to w# mutation often show straight clonal border near the DV
midline, suggesting that clonal cells are restricted within dorsal and ventral domains
without extensive violation of the DV border (Baker, 1967, Campos-Ortega and
Waitz, 1978; Lawrence and Green, 1979; Held 2002).

The implication that the eye is derived from DV compartments was further sup-
ported by another series of elegant genetic analyses of a large number of mosaic clones
in the adult eye and head (Baker, 1978). In an attempt to see whether the eye and
head are also subdivided into diVerent domains by sequential compartmentalization
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as in the wing, mosaic analysis was carried out using Minute (M) mutation that
dominantly reduces growth rate of M#/M" cells. Clones of M" cells generated by
mitotic recombinations in M#/M" heterozygous animals have a growth advantage
due to a higher cell division rate than that of surrounding M#/M" cells (Morata
and Ripoll, 1975, Garcia-Bellido et al., 1976), thus determining whether there are
compartmental boundaries into which M" clonal cells cannot invade.

Consistent with the results from w# mosaic studies, nearly all (96%) large M"

clones generated during the early larval stage (24–41 h after egg laying, AEL) showed
sharp clone borders near the DV midline indicating that clones are restricted to either
the dorsal or ventral domain (Baker, 1978). DV lineage restriction shown in the adult
eye was also confirmed in the developing eye disc by identifying M" clones by the
lack of a molecular marker, CD2. Compartments of diVerent cell lineages do not
intermingle due to diVerences in cell aYnity (Garcia-Bellido et al., 1973; Crick and
Lawrence, 1975; Irvine, 1999). Conversely, two groups of cells with the same cell
identity tend to intermingle with each other. In eye discs containing M" clones
induced during 48–72 h AEL showed straight lines of clone boundaries along the

Fig. 2. Clonal restrictions in the eye. Schematic of mosaic clones in the adult eye. (A) Homozygous

w# clone (shown in black) in the equator region. Mosaic clones were generated by X-ray-induced mitotic
recombination during first instar larval stage. Ommatidia at the clone border consist of both w" and

w# photoreceptors, indicating that the eight photoreceptors in each ommatidium are not clonally related.

Note that most w# ommatidia are located in the dorsal side but a few w# cells marked by red asterisks can

be found in the ventral ommatidia below the equator (arrows). Adapted from Ready et al. (1976). (B–D)
Representative large homozygous M"/M" clones (the pink area). (B) This clone shows straight clone

boundary at the dorsal ventral midline. (C) This clone shows straight AP clone boundary occasionally

detected at about one-third from the posterior end of the eye. There is a weak but potential

compartmental restriction whose significance is unknown. (D) It shows two potential cell lineage
restriction lines. The strongest DV lineage boundary and a weak potential AP boundary are indicated by a

blue line and a purple dashed line, respectively. Adapted from Baker (1978).
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DV� midline� whereas� clones� located� within� the� dorsal� or� ventral� domain� had� wiggly
borders� (�Dominguez� and� de� Celis,� 1998�).� Furthermore,� immunocytochemical� stain-
ing� of� photoreceptor� nuclei� indicated� that� the� straight� clone� borders� approximately
corresponds� to� the� equator.� These� results� support� that� there� is� a� straight� line� of� clonal
restriction� between� dorsal� and� ventral� ommatidia.

Although� clonal� analysis� strongly� suggests� that� there� is� a� compartment� boundary
between� the� dorsal� and� ventral� domains,� observations� of� w#� clones� trespassing� the
equator� (Ready� et� al.,� 1976�)� indicate� that� clone� borders� do� not� precisely� correspond
to� the� equator.� Consistent� with� this,� analysis� of� M�"�/M�"� clones� in� eye� discs� also
indicates� that� ommatidia� located� at� the� DV� restriction� line� consist� of� both� dorsal� and
ventral� cells� (Dominguez� and� de� Celis,� 1998).� However,� some� degree� of� straddling� of
a� clone� across� the� compartment� boundary� has� also� been� found� in� other� imaginal
discs.� For� example,� the� bristles� of� a� tarsal� row� 1� in� the� leg� straddles� the� AP� boundary
and� clonal� cells� can� be� embraced� by� either� A� or� P� compartment� depending� on� the� way
that� sensory� organ� precursors� (SOPs)� are� stochastically� selected� (�Lawrence� et� al.,
1979;� Held,� 2002).� Therefore,� it� is� possible� that� DV� compartments� formed� in� the� eye
disc� during� the� early� larval� stage� generate� an� approximate� DV� boundary,� and� the
cells� straddling� the� DV� boundary� may� be� recruited� to� either� the� dorsal� or� ventral
ommatidia� across� the� equator� by� the� way� that� photoreceptors� are� selected� through
local� cell–cell� interactions� during� di�Verentiation.

3.� Dorsal� selector� genes

3.1.� Identification� of� Iroquois-Complex� (Iro-C)

In� wing� imaginal� disc,� the� identity� of� compartments� is� specified� by� selector� genes
such� as� engrailed� (�en)� and� apterous� (�ap)� that� are� expressed� in� the� posterior� and� dorsal
compartments,� respectively� (Brower,� 1986;� Cohen� et� al.,� 1992;� Blair,� 1995;� Hidalgo,
1998).� If� the� eye� disc� consists� of� distinct� DV� compartments,� it� is� expected� that� there
are� genes� specifically� expressed� in� the� dorsal� or� ventral� compartment.� Enhancer� trap
technique� using� P-element� containing�mini-white� (w�)� and� lacZ� reporter� gene� (P-lacW� )
has� been� instrumental� in� identifying� genes� expressed� in� specific� spatial� patterns� (�Bier
et� al.,� 1989�).� Enhancer� trap� lines� that� show� a� dorsal-specific� w"� expression� pattern� led
to� the� identification� of� dorsal� selector� genes� in� the� eye� (Sun� et� al.,� 1995;� Choi� et� al.,
1996;� McNeill� et� al.,� 1997;� Kehl� et� al.,� 1998;� Netter� et� al.,� 1998;� Table� 1).� Interesting-
ly,� most� dorsal-specific� P-lacW� enhancer� traps� isolated� from� independent� genetic
screens� map� to� a� single� chromosomal� region,� identifying� this� region� as� a� key� site� for
dorsal-specific� genes� in� the� eye.

In� this� chromosomal� region,� a� cluster� of� three� conserved� homeobox-containing� genes,
araucan (ara), caupolican (caup), and mirror (mirr) were identified (Gomez-Skarmeta
et� al.,� 1996;� McNeill� et� al.,� 1997;� Grillenzoni� et� al.,� 1998;� Kehl� et� al.,� 1998).� Since
mutants in these genes lack lateral thoracic bristles, these genes were named the
Iroquois-Complex (Iro-C ) based on the hairstyle of the Indian tribe (Gomez-Skarmeta
et al., 1996; Grillenzoni et al., 1998). These three genes of the Iro-C are clustered within
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an� approximately� 140� kb� region� (Netter� et� al.,� 1998).� Vertebrate� homologs� of� Iro-C
genes� also� exist� in� genomic� clusters� of� three� similar� genes� and� play� roles� in� defini�ng
territories� in� various� tissues� (Bosse� et� al.,� 1997;� Cavodeassi� et� al.,� 2001).� All� three
Drosophila� Iro-C� genes� are� expressed� in� the� dorsal� domain� of� the� eye� disc,� playing
crucial� roles� in� the� specification� of� the� dorsal� fate� as� described� below.

3.2.� Dorsal� selector� function� of� Iro-C� in� head-eye� compartments

Mutations� in� each� member� of� Iro-C� complex� cause� lethality,� indicating� that� each� of
Iro-C� genes� plays� an� essential� role� during� early� development.� Despite� similar� expres-
sion� patterns� in� imaginal� discs,� significant� di�Verences� were� found� in� the� expression
pattern� of� Iro-C� genes� in� other� tissues.� mirr� is� strongly� and� dynamically� expressed� in
the� CNS� (�Netter� et� al.,� 1998;� Urbach� and� Technau,� 2003)� while� ara� and� caup� are
preferentially� expressed� in� mesodermal� tissues� in� the� embryos� (Netter� et� al.,� 1998).
mirr� is� essential� for� follicle� cell� patterning� in� oogenesis� by� controlling� pipe� (� pip),� a
gene� involved� in� the� establishment� of� the� DV� axis� of� the� embryo� (�Jordan� et� al.,� 2000;
Zhao� et� al.,� 2000�).� However,� in� the� eye� disc,� all� three� Iro-C� members� are� expressed� in
the� dorsal� domain� in� a� nearly� identical� pattern,� suggesting� that� their� function� might
be� redundant� in� the� eye.� Analysis� of� the� mirr� mutant� reveals� weak� but� significant
polarity� defects� in� the� eye� (�McNeill� et� al.,� 1997�).� Loss� of� mirr� causes� nonautonomous
DV� polarity� reversals,� that� is,� the� DV� polarity� in� mirr�"� ommatidia� adjacent� to� a
mirr�#� clone� was� reverted.� This� phenotype� was� only� seen� when� the� clones� were
generated� in� the� dorsal� side� of� the� eye,� which� is� consistent� with� the� restricted
expression� of�mirr� in� the� dorsal� domain.� The� nonautonomous� polarity� reversals� along
the� clone� border� suggests� that� the� boundary� between� mirr�"� and� mirr#� cells� is� an
important� determinant� for� the� generation� of� the� equator� and� that� mirr� may� act� as� a
selector� for� the� dorsal� fate� in� the� eye� disc.� Clones� of� mirr#� mutant� cells� show� round
and� smooth� clone� borders,� indicating� that� mirr#� cells� avoid� mixing� with� the� neigh-
boring� mirr"� cells.� In� contrast,� clones� of� mirr"� wild-type� control� cells� surrounded� by
mirr�"� cells� show� wiggly� clone� borders,� suggesting� that� a� mirr"� clone� can� interact
normally� with� neighboring� cells� (�Yang� et� al.,� 1999�).� This� analysis� of� clone� shapes
suggests� that� mirr� is� involved� in� the� specification� of� the� dorsal� identity� and� in� the
establishment� of� the� dorsal� compartment.

An� important� function� of� compartment� boundaries� in� imaginal� discs� is� to� organize
a� signaling� event� necessary� for� patterning� and� growth� of� discs.� Although� loss-of-
function� mirr�mutant� clones� were� su�Y�cient� to� induce� polarity� pattern,� the� e�Vects� were
limited� to� relatively� short-range� and� there� was� no� indication� that� mirr"�/mirr� border
induces growth of the disc. As discussed above, two other dorsal genes of Iro-C, ara
and caup, may partially compensate the loss of mirr function in the eye as they are
expressed� in� the� same� dorsal� domain.� To resolve this issue of functional redundancy,
a� deletion� mutation� iro�DMF3,� which� aVects� all three Iro-C genes by the deletion of ara
and� caup� as� well� as� a� 50� -region� of mirr� (Gomez-Skarmeta� et� al.,� 1996;� Diez� del� Corral
et� al.,� 1999), was used for clonal analysis. In contrast to mirr# clones, Iro-C clones in
the dorsal side of the eye induced either enlargement or ectopic eye field (Cavodeassi
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Table� 1
Genes� involved� in� early� DV� patterning� and� domain-specific� growth

Gene� product� Function� References

Dorsal

araucan� (�ara)� Homeodomain� Dorsal� selector� Gomez-Skarmeta� (1996),� Cavodeassi� et� al.
(1999, 2000), Pichaud and Casares (2000)

caupolican
(caup)

Homeodomain� Dorsal� selector� Gomez-Skarmeta� (1996),� Cavodeassi� et� al.
(1999,� 2000),� Pichaud� and� Casares� (2000)

mirror (mirr�)� Homeodomain� Dorsal selector McNeill et al.� (1997),� Heberlein� et� al.� (1998),
Kehl� et� al.� (1998),� Yang� et� al.� (1999)

pannier� (� pnr)� GATA� family� Dorsal� selector� Ramain� et� al.� (1993),� Maural-Za�Vfan� and
Treisman� (2000)

wingless� (�wg)� Secreted Control of mirror Ma and Moses (1995), Treisman and Rubin
(1995), Heberlein et al. (1998), Wehrli and
Tomlinson (1998)

Delta (dl ) Transmembrane
Notch ligand

Dorsal� N� ligand� Alton� et� al.,� (1989),� Sun� et� al.� (1997),� Cho� and
Choi (1998), Dominguez and de Celis (1998),
Pappayannopoulos� et� al.� (1998)

Ventral

fringe ( fng) Glycosyltransferase DV boundary Irvine and Wieschaus (1994), Cho and Choi (1998),
Dominguez� and� de� Celis� (1998)�,� Pappayannopoulos
et� al.� (1998)
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Serrate (ser) Transmembrane
Notch ligand

Ventral N ligand,
ventral growth

Speicher et al. (1994), Cho and Choi (1998),
Dominguez� and� de� Celis� (1998)�,� Pappayannopoulos
et� al.,� (1998),� Cho� et� al.� (2000)

decapentaplegic
(dpp)

TGF-�!� Ventral� growth� Masucci� and� Miltonberger� (1990),� Wiersdor�V� et� al.� (1996),
Chanut and Heberlein (1997)

Equatorial

WR122 Unknown Unknown Heberlein et al. (1998)

four-jointed (fj) Type-II membrane
glycoprotein

Eq-pole gradient Villano and Katz (1995), Brodsky and Steller (1996)

equator1 (eq1) Unknown Unknown Sun et al. (1995)

equator2 (eq2) Unknown Unknown Sun et al. (1995)

Asymmetric
function

Lobe� (�L� )� Novel� protein� Ventral� growth� Chern� and� Choi� (2002)

teashirt (tsh) Homeodomain Dorsal growth,
ventral
suppression

Fasano� et� al.� (1991),� Pan� and� Rubin� (1998),� Bessa
et al. (2002), Singh et al. (2002)

homothorax
(hth)

Homeodomain Ventral suppression Rieckhof et al. (1997), Pai et al. (1998), Jaw et al.
(2000), Pichaud and Casares (2000)
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et al., 1999, 2000; Pichaud and Casares, 2000). These clones were also able to
induce repolarization of ommatidial polarity over a long range from the clone border
(Fig. 3). This result suggests that ectopic DV boundary between Iro-C" and Iro-C#

cells generated by Iro-C mutant clone in the dorsal domain of eye is suYcient to
organize polarity pattern and growth, fulfilling the condition of compartment bound-
ary. Furthermore, ectopic Iro-C border generated by misexpression of any Iro-C gene
in the ventral region of the eye is suYcient to reorganize DV polarity and to promote
the formation of ectopic eye fields, albeit at a low frequency (Cavodeassi et al., 2000).
Taken together, these results strongly support that the Iro-C complex as a whole is
essential for organizing growth and DV polarity pattern of the eye, although the
three Iro-C genes are partially redundant.

A composite eye-antenna disc gives rise to the eye and antenna. This disc also
contains subregions that give rise to the eye and head structures including ptilinum,
frons, and maxillary palpus. These subregions of the eye-antenna disc originate from

Fig. 3. Iro-C function as a dorsal selector. Consequences of removing Iro-C activity in eye development.
In all panels, anterior is to the left and dorsal is up. (A–C) Adult eyes harboring dorsal Iro-C clones.

Mutant tissue is genetically labeled by the white mutation, appearing as a pigmentless tissue against the

red-pigmented wild-type tissue. (D) Section through an eye carrying a dorsal (upper white tissue) and a
ventral (lower white tissue) clone. (E) Schematic representation of the ommatidial polarity of the eye in

(D). Dorsal (blue) and ventral (red) ommatidial chirality is represented by arrows. The equator (eq) is

outlined by a thick blue line in D and E. The border of the dorsal Iro-C clone defines an ectopic equator

(eq’, in E). The ventrally located clone does not show phenotypic eVect. Adapted from Cavodeassi et al.
(2000).
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six� embryonic� segments� (Struhl,� 1981;� Jurgens� and� Hartenstein,� 1993).� Clonal� remov-
al� of� Iro-C� in� mosaic� animals� can� transform� the� dorsal� head� capsule� into� ventral� head
in� cell-autonomous� manner� (Cavodeassi� et� al.,� 2000).� Therefore,� Iro-C� genes� are
required� for� specification� of� dorsal� head� structures� as� well� as� the� dorsal� eye.� Induc-
tion� of� mitotic� recombination� at� di�Verent� times� of� development� results� in� transforma-
tion� of� di�Verent� structures.� Iro-C� clones� induced� during� late� larval� stages� (48–72� or
72–96� h� AEL)� tend� to� generate� only� the� ventral� head� parts� without� ectopic� eyes
or� enlarged� eyes.� Conversely,� most� common� transformations� in� early� induced� clones
(24–48� h� AEL)� are� ectopic� eyes� or� dorsal� enlargement� of� the� eye� (Cavodeassi� et� al.,
1999,� 2000;� Pichaud� and� Casares,� 2000�).� This� suggests� that� DV� patterning� of� the� eye
occurs� in� earlier� larval� stages� than� the� head� patterning.

4.� Dorsoventral� boundary� as� an� organizing� center

It� has� been� shown� in� the� wing� that� LIM-homeodomain� protein� Apterous� (Ap)� acts
as a dorsal selector and induces expression of Fringe ( Fng) and Serrate (Ser) in the
dorsal� compartment� (Cohen� et� al.,� 1992�;� Diaz-Benzomea� and� Cohen,� 1995;� de� Celis
et al., 1996; Bachmann and Knust, 1998). ser is a ligand for Notch (N) in the dorsal
cells whereas Delta (Dl ) is the N-ligand in the ventral cells. Fng is critical for
restricted N activation at the DV border (Irvine and Wieschaus, 1994; Kim et al.,
1995; Doherty et al., 1996; Fleming et al., 1997; Klein and Arias, 1998; Wu and Rao.,
1999; Lawrence et al., 2000). fng directly binds N to promote N-Dl interaction. Fng
acts as a glucosyltransferase that elongates O-linked fucose residues to the EGF
domains of N and modulates N signaling (Haltiwanger, 2002; Okajima and Irvine,
2002). In contrast to the function of Fng in promoting N-Dl interaction, Fng bound
to N protein inhibits Ser-N interaction (Ju et al., 2000; Moloney et al., 2000). This
function of Fng allows Dl to activate the N receptor in the dorsal cells only at the DV
border. Similarly, Ser can activate the N receptor in the ventral cells only at the
DV border since Ser-N interaction is prevented by Fng in the ventral cells away from
the DV border (Fig. 4).

Except for the dorsal wing selector Ap, other components involved in N signaling
in the wing such as Dl, Ser, and Fng, are expressed in the domain-specific pattern and
are required for eye disc patterning. It is noteworthy that Fng is ventral-specific in the
eye but dorsal-specific in the wing. Similarly, Dl and Ser are preferentially expressed
in the dorsal and ventral domains of the eye disc, respectively. Therefore, the DV axis
in the wing is inverted in the eye. It has been proposed that the DV axis in the eye is
inverted by 180 ! rotation of the eye primodium during embryogenesis (Struhl, 1981).
This rotation about the left–right axis of the embryo inverts anterior–posterior as
well as DV axis of the eye-antenna disc. Despite the inversion of DV axis, the
function of Fng seems to be equivalent in both eye and wing discs. Consistent with
the role of Fng in the wing, N is activated along the DV midline as indicated by
expression of E(Spl)m!, a transcriptional target of N signaling (Dominguez and de
Celis, 1998). The expression pattern of these genes in the developing eye disc changes
dynamically, resulting in striking diVerences before and after the initiation of retinal
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di�Verentiation.� In� the� case� of� Fng,� it� is� initially� expressed� in� the� ventral� domain,� but
as� the� eye� disc� develops� further,� the� ventral� specificity� is� no� longer� maintained.� As
eye� disc� undergoes� retinal� diV�erentiation,� Fng� expression� is� preferentially� localized
anterior� to� the� furrow� (Fig.� 5).

The� essential� role� of� fng� in� DV� patterning� was� demonstrated� by� analysis� of� fng
mutant� clones.� When� fng� clones� are� induced� in� the� ventral� but� not� in� the� dorsal
domain� of� the� eye,� DV� polarity� is� reorganized� near� the� ectopic� border� between� fng�"

and� fng#� cells� resulting� in� polarity� reversals� over� a� long� distance� of� several� ommatidia
(�Cho� and� Choi,� 1998;� Dominguez� and� deCelis,� 1998;� Papayannopoulos� et� al.,� 1998).
Polarity reversals by fng mutant clones were nonautonomous because most were not
restricted within the clones but rather found in the wild-type region adjacent to the
clone border, resulting in the generation of ectopic equators (Fig. 5). This suggests
that localized activation of N at the fng"/fng# DV boundary is important for
organizing the pattern of planar polarity. Polarity reversals induced by fng mutant
clones are found preferentially in the equatorial side of a clone, and the eVect of
polarity reversal is stronger when the fng# clones are located farther away from the
equator. This position-dependent eVect suggests that a polarity signal may be in-
duced at the DV boundary in the equator-to-pole gradient and an ectopic DV
boundary formed by a fng mutant clone may induce an ectopic polarity gradient.
In this case, fng mutant clones far away from the equator may have less influences
from the endogenous signal and therefore an ectopic signal is likely to have stronger
eVects of repolarization. (see also Section 7).

Fig. 4. A model showing Fringe-dependent Notch signaling at the DV boundary in eye Dl and Ser are
preferentially expressed in the dorsal and ventral cells, respectively. Fng is expressed in the ventral cells.

The binding of Fng to N enhances or reduces its aYnity to Dl and Ser, respectively. In the absence of Fng,

Dl-N interaction is promoted when N is associated with fng. dl cannot activate N in the dorsal cells due to
the absence of Fng. In the ventral cells, Ser cannot activate N because N is associated with Fng. Therefore,

Dl and Ser can activate N (marked by ‘N*’) only at the DV boundary. Activated N also induces Fj which

might be secreted to form an equator-to-pole gradient for planar polarity signaling. Note that the DV axis

in the eye is the inverse to that of the wing. Adapted from Ju et al. (2000).
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Activated� N� signaling� induced� by� fng"�/fng�#� border� promotes� disc� growth� (de� Celis
et� al.,� 1996;� Go� et� al.,� 1998;� Baonza� and� Garcia-Bellido,� 2000).� Misexpression� of
constitutively� active� intracellular� domain� of� N� (Nintra�)� causes� overgrowth� of� the� eye
as� well� as� the� wing� disc� (�Dominguez� and� de� Celis,� 1998;� Go� et� al.,� 1998;� Papayanno-
poulos� et� al.,� 1998;� Baonza� and� Garcia-Bellido,� 2000�;� Chern� and� Choi,� 2002).� Con-
versely,� loss� of� N� leads� to� a� failure� of� eye� disc� growth.� Overexpression� of� fng� in� both� the
dorsal� and� ventral� eye� using� the� Gal4-UAS� system� (Brand� and� Perrimon,� 1993)� leads
to� strong� reduction� or� complete� loss� of� the� eye,� suggesting� that� loss� of� border� between
fng"� and� fng#� cells� causes� disruption� of� disc� growth� and/or� diVerentiation� of� the� eye
disc.� Hence,� results� from� loss-of-function� and� overexpression� of� fng� suggest� that� N
signaling� induced� by� fng"� and� fng�#� cell� boundary� is� important� for� organizing� planar
polarity� and� growth.

T�h�e� c�ri�ti�ca�l� t�ime� f�or� fng� function� in� DV� patterning� was� estimated� by� determining
when� the� eye� fails� to� develop� by� overexpression� of� fn�g� at� diVerent� times� of� development.

Fig.� 5.� Expression� of� fng� and� its� function� in� generation� of� polarity� A–C,� fng� mRNA� expression.� Dotted

lines� indicate� DV� midline� (A–C).� (A)� First� instar� disc,� (B)� late� second� instar� disc,� (C)� Late� third� instar
disc.� Arrowheads� indicate� weak� fng� expression� in� dorsal� domain� (B)� and� expression� in� the� ocelli

region� (C),� respectively.� Equatorial� region� and� morphogenetic� furrow� are� marked� with� black� and� white

arrows,� respectively� (C).� Scale� bars:� a,� 5�"�m;� b,� 15�"m;� c,� 45�"m.� (D)� Section� of� fng� mosaic� eye� showing
polarity� reversals� by� ventral� fng#� clones� (D).� (E)� Schematic� presentaion� of� (D).� fng#� clones� are� colored

green.� Dorsal� and� ventral� trapezoids� are� indicated� by� red� and� blue� arrows,� respectively.� fng�#� clone� near

the ventral margin shows polarity reversals in 3–4 rows of ommatidia outside the clone border. An

ommatidium with abnormal rotation but normal chirality is marked with a black arrowhead. Anterior is
to the right. Adapted from Cho and Choi (1998).
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Since the Gal4 expression level is elevated as the culture temperature increases (Brand
and Perrimon, 1993), fng was conditionally overexpressed by modulating the Gal4
level by shifting the temperature to 29 !C. Results from temperature shift experiments
suggest that the critical time for fng function is between the late first instar and early
second instar stage (Cho and Choi, 1998). Several genes including fng, Ser, and Dl are
preferentially expressed transiently in dorsal or ventral domain of eye discs during first
and second instar stages (Cho and Choi, 1998; Dominguez and de Celis, 1998;
Papayannopoulos et al., 1998). Together with previous mosaic analyses discussed
earlier, these studies lead to a similar conclusion that the critical time for establishing
DV pattern is approximately between the first and early second instar.

5. Regulation of domain-specific genes

5.1. Control of Iro-C by wingless and pannier

Iro-C gene expression in the dorsal compartment is crucial for growth and pat-
terning of planar polarity in the eye. How is Iro-C expression regulated? One of the
candidate genes that might control Iro-C expression is wingless (wg) because it is
expressed in the dorsal polar region in early disc (Cavodeassi et al., 2000; Cho et al.,
2000). To examine whether wg is involved in dorsal-specific expression of Iro-C, a
temperature-sensitive wg mutant allele wgILII4 was used to inhibit wg function at
diVerent times during development. The position of DV midline in the eye disc can be
marked by the Bolwig’s nerves that run along the DV midline of eye disc to the optic
stalk or molecular markers such as WR122-lacZ enhancer trap which are expressed
broadly in the equator region posterior to the furrow (Heberlein et al., 1998). When
the mutant larvae were transferred from a permissive temperature (17 !C) to a
restrictive temperature (29 !C) during first instar stage or 48 h prior to dissection at
late third instar stage, WR122-lacZ was ectopically expressed in the dorsal margin
region where ectopic retinal diVerentiation occurs (Heberlein et al., 1998). Further-
more, misexpression of wg was able to repress WR122-lacZ expression. This suggests
that the expression of wg in the DV marginal regions is involved in the restriction of
WR122-lacZ expression to the equatorial region.

Misexpression of wg driven by dpp-Gal4 results in expansion of mirr-lacZ dorsal
expression across the endogenous DV midline, whereas mirr-lacZ expression is
reduced in wgILII4 discs after incubation at the restrictive temperature (Heberlein
et al., 1998). These results suggest that wg is necessary and suYcient for positioning of
the equator by inducing mirr expression in the dorsal domain and further restricting
the expression of WR122-lacZ to the DV midline region. It is important to note that
there are significant diVerences in the eVects of wg overexpression or wgILII4 mutation
depending on the timing of wg manipulation. The most striking eVects of wg were
seen when wg was reduced during the early larval stage. This suggests that wg
-dependent positioning of DV midline is established in early discs. Further analysis
of wg function using mutant clones of wg pathway genes indicated that wg signaling is
essential for mirr expression in the dorsal but not in the ventral domain, suggesting
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that mirr is under repression by unknown factors (Cavodeassi et al., 1999; Lee and
Treisman, 2001).

It has been shown that pannier ( pnr), a GATA family zinc-finger transcription
factor (Ramain et al., 1993), functions as a dorsal selector for patterning of the adult
thorax (Calleja et al., 1996; Heitzler et al., 1996; Calleja et al., 2000). Therefore, it was
possible that pnr might also play a role in the DV patterning of the eye. pnr is
expressed in the dorsal region of eye/head primordia in the embryo as well as in the
dorsal margin of the larval eye disc. (Heitzler et al., 1996; Maurel-ZaVran and
Treisman, 2000). pnr# mutant clones in the dorsal domain induce enlargement of
the dorsal eye or ectopic eye (Maurel-ZaVran and Treisman, 2000). Sections of adult
eyes with pnr mutant clones show nonautonomous DV polarity reversals and ectopic
equators. These results further confirm that the pnr"/pnr# boundary, but not the loss
of pnr per se, is important for causing dorsal enlargement or ectopic eye formation.
These phenotypes are remarkably similar to those of Iro-C# clones, and suggest that
pnr acts as a dorsal selector in the eye. On the contrary, when pnr mutant clones are
generated in M#/M" background, pnr# M" clonal cells have a growth advantage
over surrounding pnr" M#/M" cells, resulting in the eye disc in which most or all cells
are homozygous pnr#. In such cases, pnr# mutant clones cause a loss of almost all or
the entire eye (Maurel-ZaVran and Treisman, 2000). Similarly, eye development is
strongly suppressed when pnr activity is inhibited by misexpression ofU-shaped (Ush)
(Fossett et al., 2001), a Drosophila homolog of FOG (the Friend of GATA) family
zinc-finger proteins that bind pnr to inhibit its transcription activity (Cubadda et al.,
1997; Haenlin et al., 1997; Tsang et al., 1997). These results also support that the
generation of a boundary between pnr" and pnr# cells is critical for organizing eye
development and that loss of such boundary disrupts development.

It is interesting to note that pnr expression is restricted to the dorsal margin
throughout eye disc development and never expand to the dorsal half. Therefore, the
border between pnr" and pnr# cells cannot be the DV boundary of the eye. Genetic
tests for epistatic relationships between the dorsal genes indicate that the dorsal
expression ofwg and Iro-C genes are controlled by pnr (Maurel-ZaVran and Treisman,
2000; Lee and Treisman, 2001). Sincewg is important for defining the dorsal domain of
Iro-C, the primary function of pnrmight be the induction of wg expression in the cells
of the dorsal margin region, although it is unknown whether wg is a direct target of
pnr. Since wg is diVusible, the distribution of wg in a broader dorsal region may induce
the expression of Iro-C in the dorsal half and establish the DV border.

5.2. Function of peripodial membrane in DV patterning and growth

Wg and the Drosophila homolog of TGF-!. Decapentaplegic (Dpp), are important
morphogens that function antagonistically to each other in controlling furrow initia-
tion and progression during initial stage of eye morphogenesis (Ma and Moses, 1995;
Treisman and Rubin, 1995; Cadigan et al., 2002). Since Iro-C is expressed in the dorsal
domain of very early stage eye disc, wg is expected to be expressed very early
to regulate Iro-C expression. Indeed, wg-expressing cells marked by wg-lacZ are
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detected� in� the� dorsal� part� of� first� instar� eye� discs� (�Cho� and� Choi,� 1998).� Interestingly,
dpp�-lacZ� cells� are� located� in� the� ventral� part� in� the� complementary� pattern.� The� early
expression� of�wg� and� dpp� is� important� for� DV� patterning� since� overexpression� of�wg� or
loss� of� dpp� leads� to� disruption� of� the� DV� pattern� of� Dl� and� Ser� that� are� preferentially
expressed� in� the� dorsal� and� ventral� domain,� respectively� (�Cho� et� al.,� 2000�).� It� is
important� to� note� that� imaginal� discs� are� sac-like� structures� consisting� of� two� appos-
ing� epithelial� cell� layers,� a� peripodial� layer� of� squamous� cells� and� a� disc� proper� layer� of
columnar� cells.� Intriguingly,� most� cells� expressing� wg� and� dpp� are� found� in� the
peripodial� membrane� rather� than� in� the� eye� disc� proper� where� retinal� diV�erentiation
takes� place.� Although� the� peripodial� membrane� plays� a� role� in� the� eversion� of
imaginal� discs� into� corresponding� adult� structures� (�Milner� et� al.,� 1983�;� Fristrom� and
Fristrom,� 1993;� Agnes� et� al.,� 1999),� it� does� not� contribute� to� the� structure� of� appen-
dages. However, recent studies suggest that peripodial membrane and disc proper
cross-talk across the lumen during development, perhaps for coordinating growth of
both layers of the disc epithelia (Cho et al., 2000; Gibson and Schubiger, 2000).

Genetic evidence for peripodial signaling was obtained by analyzing peripodial
membrane- or disc proper-specific clones. flp-out clones of hh-expressing cells in the
peripodial membrane induced ser across the disc lumen but no such eVect was seen
when the clones were induced in the disc proper. Clones of hh LOF mutation in the
peripodial membrane cause loss of underlying tissue in the disc proper. This eVect is
also due to loss of the hh signal originating from the peripodial membrane since such
clones in the disc proper show no obvious defects (Cho et al., 2002). In addition to the
peripodial-to-disc proper signaling, signaling in the opposite direction also occurs in
both wing and eye discs (Gibson et al., 2002). These studies indicate that translumenal
signaling of hh and dpp is important for growth of the disc.

It is also noteworthy that pnr, a key upstream regulator, or Iro-C, is specifically
expressed in the dorsal margin of peripodial cells (Fig. 6). In contrast, Iro-C proteins
are expressed not only in the dorsal peripodial margin but also in the disc proper in

Fig. 6. Peripodial expression of pnr. A third instar eye-antennal imaginal disc shows expression of GFP

reporter of pnr expression driven by pnr-Gal4/UAS-GFP. It also shows the expression of hth and rF209, a
b-galactosidase reporter for Iro-C. pnr is specifically expressed in the dorsal peripodial cells. Iro-C-lacZ is

expressed in the dorsal half of the eye disc. It is also detected in the peripodial membrane. (B) Cross

section of the disc in (A) at the angle indicated as a line. It shows that pnr expression is restricted in the

peripodial membrane. Iro-C -lacZ shows little overlap with pnr. hth is also expressed in the peripodial
membrane but does not overlap with pnr. Adapted from Pichaud and Casares (2000).
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the� non-polar� region.� The� restricted� expression� of� pnr� in� the� dorsal� peripodial
membrane� raises� a� possibility� that� Iro-C� expression� in� the� disc� proper� may� be
mediated� by� secretion� of� Wg� in� the� dorsal� region.� Since� Wg� is� expressed� in� the
peripodial� cells� in� the� dorsal� margin,� pnr� may� be� involved� in� induction� of� Wg� which
in� turn� induces� Iro-C� expression� by� translumenal� signaling� from� the� peripodial
membrane� to� the� disc� proper.� Peripodial� cells� have� cytoplasmic� processes� that� extend
to� the� disc� proper� across� the� lumen� (�Cho� et� al.,� 2000;� Gibson� and� Schubiger,� 2000�).� It
is� an� interesting� possibility� that� Wg� itself,� or� other� molecules� induced� by� pnr,�might� be
transported� to� the� dorsal� disc� proper� cells� to� regulate� a� secondary� signaling� event� to
turn� on� Iro-C� expression.

6.� Domain-specific� growth� of� eye

6.1.� Function� of� Homothorax� and� Teashirt

Unlike� domain-specific� genes� discussed� above,� a� new� class� of� genes� have� been
identified� that� are� expressed� in� both� dorsal� and� ventral� domains� but� display� do-
main-specific� functions.� An� example� of� this� gene� class� is� homothorax� (hth�)� that
encodes� a� homeodomain� protein,� an� essential� component� for� nuclear� localization
of� Extradenticle� (Exd� )� (Rieckhof� et� al.,� 1997;� Jaw� et� al.,� 2000).� Both� hth� and� exd� are
negative� regulators� of� eye� development� since� loss� of� function� mutant� clones� induces
ectopic� retinal� di�Verentiation� (Pai� et� al.,� 1998�).� Interestingly,� loss� of� function� clones
of� hth� and� exd� induce� similar� ectopic� eyes� in� the� ventral� side� of� the� eye,� whereas
dorsal� clones� do� not� (Gonzalez-Crespo� and� Morata,� 1995;� Pai� et� al.,� 1998).� hth� is
expressed� ubiquitously� in� early� eye� disc� during� second� instar� stage� but� becomes� more
restricted� in� the� DV� margin� anterior� to� the� furrow� in� di�Verentiating� third� instar� eye
disc.� wg� is� also� expressed� in� this� anterior� DV� margin� region.� Analysis� of� hth� mutant
clones� and� hth�misexpression� indicates� that� hth� is� required� for� maintenance� of� ventral
wg� expression� (�Pichaud� and� Casares,� 2000).� Since� wg� expression� anterior� to� the
furrow� antagonizes� furrow� initiation� (�Ma� and� Moses,� 1995;� Treisman� and� Rubin,
1995),� ectopic� eye� formation� resulted� from� loss� of� hth� is� likely� to� be� due� to� a� reduced
wg� level� in� the� ventral� region� of� the� eye� disc.

Another� homeotic� gene,� teashirt� (tsh),� is� known� to� be� involved� in� conferring� the
proximal� identity� in� the� leg� and� wing� due� to� its� ability� to� induce� hth� expression
(�Erkner� et� al.,� 1999�;� Wu� and� Cohen,� 2002).� In� the� eye,� tsh� was� shown� to� act
downstream to eyeless (ey) and upstream to eyes absent (eya), sine oculis (so), and
dachshund (dac), all of which are important for retinal fate determination and
are suYcient to induce ectopic eyes upon ectopic expression (Kumar and Moses,
2001a). Therefore, tsh may be part of the genetic network that functions to specify
eye identity (Pan and Rubin, 1998). Like hth in the eye, tsh is also expressed in both
dorsal and ventral domains of the eye disc, but its loss of function results in
dorsoventrally asymmetric phenotypes: dorsal reduction vs. ventral overgrowth
(Singh et al., 2002). Gain-of-function clones of tsh generated by flp-out technique
(Ito et al., 1997) in the dorsal region of the eye result in the dorsal enlargements
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whereas� the� clones� on� the� ventral� eye� margin� show� strong� suppression� of� the� eye.
These� domain-specific� phenotypes� diVer� from� those� of� hth� described� earlier� as� neither
loss� nor� gain� of� hth� function� results� in� the� dorsal� phenotypes� as� seen� in� the� case� of� tsh
despite� similar� ventral� phenotypes� (Fig.� 7).� Further� analysis� has� revealed� that� the
function� of� tsh� in� ventral� suppression� of� eye� development� was� due� to� its� ability� to
induce� hth, a wg-dependent� negative� regulator� of� eye� development.

Since� hth� and� tsh� are� expressed� in� both� dorsal� and� ventral� domains� of� eye� disc,� their
domain-dependent� functions� might� require� some� additional� spatial� cues� for� genera-
tion� of� DV� asymmetry.� One� possible� mechanism� for� the� asymmetric� functions� of� hth
and� tsh� is� that� these� genes� interact� with� DV� pattern� genes� (Fig.� 7).� Indeed,� the
function� of� tsh� in� the� promotion� of� dorsal� eye� development� is� dependent� on� the
presence� of� Iro-C�,� whereas� its� opposite� function� of� suppressing� ventral� eye� develop-
ment requires Ser, an N ligand preferentially expressed in the ventral domain of early
eye� disc� (Singh� et� al.,� 2004).� It� will� be interesting to see whether Tsh directly interacts
with Iro-C or unknown targets of Iro-C transcription factors to promote dorsal eye
development. Alternatively, Hth and Tsh may be diVerentially modified to become
active or inactive in the domain-specific manner.

6.2. Function of Decapentaplegic in ventral growth

In addition to Hth and Tsh transcription factors that function in a dorsoventrally
asymmetric manner, there is other striking evidence suggesting that growth of eye
disc is asymmetrically or independently regulated in a DV compartment-specific
manner. For instance, dppblk, an eye-specific dpp allele that has a deletion in the
30� eye-specific� enhancer� region,� shows� preferential� loss� of� ventral� eye� tissue� (Masucci

Fig. 7. Asymmetric function of Hth and Tsh. Hth and Tsh are symmetrically expressed in dorsal and
ventral domains but show distinct functions in each domain. In the ventral domain, Tsh induces Hth

expression which is necessary for maintain the Wg level. In the absence of either Tsh or Hth, the ventral

eye region overgrows due to reduction of Wg. Conversely, overexpression of either Tsh or Hth leads to
suppression of ventral region. In contrast to the similar function of Tsh and Hth in the ventral domain,

Tsh and Hth have diVerent functions in the dorsal domain. Hth function in the dorsal region is inhibited

in the presence of a dorsal component such as Iro-C. However, Tsh and Iro-C together promote dorsal eye

growth. Summary of the consequences of loss or overexpression of Tsh in dorsal and ventral domains is
shown in the left panel.
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and� Miltenberger,� 1990).� dpp� is� involved� in� diverse� aspects� of� disc� growth� and
patterning� (Neumann� and� Cohen,� 1997�;� Raftery� and� Sutherland,� 1999).� In� di�Veren-
tiating� eye� disc,� dpp� is� expressed� in� the� furrow� under� the� control� of� hedgehog� (hh�)� and
is� required� for� furrow� progression.� In� dpp�blk� mutant,� the� eye� disc� appears� to� grow� to� a
nearly� normal� size� prior� to� the� onset� of� diV�erentiation� and� shows� no� significant
changes� in� the� expression� of� dorsal� and� ventral� markers,� indication� that� growth
and� patterning� in� early� larval� stages� are� relatively� normal.� However,� the� expression
of� dpp�-�lacZ� reporter� is� reduced� in� the� ventral� margin,� and� the� furrow� progression� is
strongly� retarded� or� absent� in� the� ventral� side,� resulting� in� a� restriction� of� ommatidial
development� to� the� dorsal� side� (�Wiersdor�V� et� al.,� 1996;� Chanut� and� Heberlein,� 1997).
This� defect� can� be� rescued� by� elevating� the� dpp� level� by� inducing� ptc#� mutant� clones
in� the� ventral� eye� margin� region.� As� Ptc� is� the� Hh� receptor� that� negatively� regulates
Hh� signaling,� loss� of� Ptc� induces� ectopic� Hh� and� therefore� Dpp� expression.� There-
fore,� the� primary� defect� in� dpp�blk� appears� to� be� the� failure� of� furrow� initiation� in� the
ventral� side� of� eye� disc� (Chanut� and� Heberlein,� 1997).

Analysis� of� dpp�-lacZ� reporter� expression� throughout� larval� development� has� re-
vealed� dynamic� changes� in� the� pattern� of� expression� (�Cho� et� al.,� 2000�).� Interestingly,
dpp�-lacZ� expression� during� first� instar� is� ventral-specific,� and� becomes� symmetric� in
the� dorsal� and� ventral� margins� until� the� furrow� is� initiated� in� third� instar� stage.� Loss
of� dpp� in� the� early� stage� leads� to� complete� failure� of� eye� development� (�Wharton� et� al.,
1996;� Chanut� and� Heberlein,� 1997).� Hence,� it� is� possible� that� the� early� and� late� dpp
expression� may� be� controlled� by� distinct� regulatory� elements� of� the� dpp� gene;� and
dpp�blk� mutation� may� aVect� a� specific� regulatory� element� for� late� ventral� expression
during� furrow� initiation.� This� possibility� is� consistent� with� the� relatively� normal� eye
disc� development� until� furrow� initiation� and� the� sudden� loss� of� dpp� RNA� in� the
ventral� margin� in� di�Verentiating� dpp�blk� mutant� disc.

6.3.� Function� of� Lobe� and� Serrate� in� ventral� growth

Mutations� in� the� Lobe� (L)� gene,� which� was� first� isolated� several� decades� ago
(Morgan et al., 1925), also result in striking ventral-specific growth defects in the
eye (Heberlein et al., 1993). In contrast to dppblk mutation, preferential loss of the
ventral region is apparent in early second instar disc even in a hypomorphic L
mutant. The ventral specificity of the L function was shown by clonal analysis using
a� null� mutation� (Chern� and� Choi,� 2002).� L�mutant clones in the ventral side cause loss
of ventral eye tissue. In contrast, the dorsal clones show well-organized photorecep-
tor clusters, indicating that L is required only in the ventral domain of the eye.
Genetic� epistasis� tests� suggest� that� L� functions� are� related� to� N� signaling� (Chern
and� Choi,� 2002).� Reduction� of� L� function� suppresses� the� ventral� overgrowth� by
activated N, whereas the dorsal overgrowth is not significantly aVected by the
reduced L function. This further supports that the growth of early eye disc is
controlled asymmetrically in the dorsal and ventral domains. Furthermore, small
eyes resulted from loss of N function can be partially rescued by overexpression of L.
These results suggest that L functions downstream to N signaling, mediating
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N� function� either� in� the� same� or� parallel� pathway.� L� encodes� a� novel� cytoplasmic
protein� that� is� expressed� in� both� dorsal� and� ventral� eye� disc� throughout� development.
Expression� of�L� in� both� dorsal� and� ventral� domains� is� puzzling� since� its� function� is� only
required� for� growth� of� the� ventral� domain.� It� is� possible� that� L�may� require� a� ventral-
specific� gene(s)� to� carry� out� its� ventral-specific� function� as� the� asymmetric� function� of
tsh� in� the� dorsal� and� ventral� domains� depends� on� the� presence� of� domain-specific� genes
(�Section� 6.1�).

N� ligand� Ser� is� preferentially� expressed� in� the� ventral� region� of� the� eye� disc� during
early� larval� stages� (Cho� and� Choi,� 1998;� Dominguez� and� de� Celis,� 1998).� Genetic
analysis� using� loss-� and� gain-of-function� of� L� suggests� that� L� is� necessary� and
su�Ycient� to� induce� Ser� expression� in� early� eye� disc� (Chern� and� Choi,� 2002).� There-
fore,� L� function� in� the� ventral� domain� may� be� mediated� by� ventral� expression� of� Ser
in� early� eye� disc.� Interestingly,� regulation� of� Ser� expression� by� L� depends� on� the
position� in� the� eye� disc:� L� is� required� for� Ser� expression� in� most� of� the� ventral� region
but� not� in� the� posterior� medial� region.� This� observation� suggests� that� the� DV
boundary� can� form� even� in� the� absence� of� L� since� the� midline� region� remains
relatively� intact� to� initiate� growth� of� the� disc� aVecting� only� the� ventral� region.
Therefore,� early� eye� discs� are� initially� patterned� into� the� dorsal� and� ventral� compart-
ments.� However,� in� terms� of� growth� property,� the� eye� disc� may� be� subdivided� into
three� domains:� dorsal,� L-independent� medial� subdomains,� and� L�-dependent� ventral
(Chern� and� Choi,� 2002).

Hypomorphic� Ser� alleles� show� reduced� eye� size� indicating� that� Ser� is� required� for
normal� growth� of� the� eye� (�Speicher� et� al.,� 1994;� Go� et� al.,� 1998�).� In� contrast,� clones
of� Ser� null� mutation� do� not� show� obvious� defects� in� retinal� di�Verentiation,� where-
as� expression� of� a� dominant� negative� form� of� Ser� causes� severe� defects� in� the� eye
(�Hukriede� et� al.,� 1997;� Sun� and� Artavanis-Tsakonas,� 1997;� Kumar� et� al.,� 2001b;
Chern� and� Choi,� 2002).� The� lack� of� phenotype� in� Ser� mutant� clones� suggests� that� Ser
function� may� be� compensated� by� another� factor,� or� Ser� may� be� secreted� or� transen-
docytosed� into� neighboring� cells� as� shown� in� the� cell� culture� system� (Klueg� and
Muskavitch� 1999).� Overexpression� of� diVusible� Ser�DN� in� early� eye� disc� using
ey-GAL4� results� in� either� preferential� loss� of� ventral� eye� or� loss� of� the� entire� eye.
Overexpression� of� Ser�DN� in� random� clones� generated� by� the� flp-out� method� (�Pignoni
and� Zipursky,� 1997�)� mimics� the� ventral� loss� caused� by� L� null� mutant� clones.� Similar
phenotypes� of� L� mutants� and� Ser�DN� overexpression� are� consistent� with� the� hypothe-
sis� that� L� acts� as� an� upstream� regulator� of� Ser� for� growth� of� the� ventral� domain
(Chern� and� Choi,� 2002).

Recent studies have revealed that the extent of ventral-specific eye loss depends on
when L or Ser function is removed. Strikingly, removal of L or Ser function during
early to late first instar results in almost complete failure of eye development rather
than the loss of ventral half. Further analysis indicates that the expression of dorsal
selector pnr emerges in the eye disc during late first instar stage and the eye disc prior
to pnr expression is equivalent to the ventral state, and therefore becomes sensitive to
the loss of L or ser function. This suggests that the ground state of the larval eye disc
is equivalent to the ventral fate, and L and ser are essential for survival and/or
maintenance� of� this� ventral� state� (Singh� and� Choi,� 2003).
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7.� Role� of� DV� compartments� in� organizing� planar� polarity

We� have� discussed� how� DV� patterning� in� early� eye� disc� organizes� growth� of� eye
disc.� Another� important� function� of� DV� domain� specification� is� to� regulate� the
signaling� processes� involved� in� patterning� of� DV� planar� polarity� in� the� eye.� It� has
been� proposed� that� the� morphogenetic� furrow� is� important� for� not� only� the� assembly
of� ommatidia� but� also� for� organizing� the� DV� polarity� (Chanut� and� Heberlein,� 1995;
Strutt� and� Mlodzik,� 1995�).� However,� it� has� been� shown� that� generation� of� ectopic
furrows� moving� backward� from� anterior� to� posterior� can� revert� the� AP� polarity� but
not� the� DV� polarity� of� ommatidia� (Ma� and� Moses,� 1995;� Reifegerste� et� al.,� 1997;
Wehrli� and� Tomlinson,� 1998).� These� studies� imply� independent� regulation� of� these
two� axes� of� planar� polarity,� which� is� also� consistent� with� early� establishment� of� DV
patterning� prior� to� the� initiation� of� furrow.� This� section� will� focus� on� the� role� of� early
DV� patterning� in� organizing� long-range� polarity� signals� along� the� DV� axis.� The
processes� involved� in� reading� out� these� signals� are� discussed� in� other� chapters� by
M.� Mlodzik� and� M.� Simon.

7.1.� Signaling� in� pole-to-equator� gradients

Hair� patterns� on� the� insect� epidermis� have� been� extensively� studied� to� understand
how� the� cells� allocated� to� a� body� segment� or� territory� is� polarized� into� specific
orientations� (�Gubb� and� Garcia-Bellido,� 1982;� Nubler-Jung� et� al.,� 1987;� Gubb,
1993).� Tissue� transplantation� experiments� in� other� insects� such� as� the� plant� feeding
bug� Oncopeltus� (�Lawrence,� 1966�)� and� the� blood-sucking� bug� Rhodnius� (�Stumpf,
1966)� have� suggested� that� positional� information� or� polarizing� signals� are� provided
in� concentration-dependent� gradients� to� which� pattern� elements� respond� di�Verently
depending� on� how� far� they� are� positioned� from� the� signal� source� (�Lawrence,� 1992).
Genetic� analysis� of� loss-of-function� and� gain-of-function� of� polarity� genes� identified
in� Drosophila� also� suggests� that� the� uniform� planar� polarity� in� the� dorsal� and� ventral
eye� fields� is� regulated� by� gradients� of� polarizing� signals� (�Wehrli� and� Tomlinson,� 1998�,
Zeidler� et� al.,� 1999a).

What are the signals for DV ommatidial polarity and how are signal gradients
established? It has been shown that non-canonical Wg/Wnt signaling pathway is
important for determining planar polarity (Boutros et al., 1998; Shulman et al., 1998;
Mlodzik, 1999; Reifegerste and Moses, 1999; Boutros et al., 2000), presumably by
transducing the polarity signal presented in a gradient form(s). Therefore, an obvious
candidate for polarity signal is Wg itself. Interestingly, local overexpression of Wg in
clones of cells by flp-out methods results in reversal of the polarity toward the polar
side of the clone, and such eVect is most potent when the clone is located in the
equatorial region. Wg expression in the eye disc is likely to generate a pole-to-equator
gradient since it is secreted from the dorsal and ventral poles (margins) of an eye
disc. Hence, ectopic expression of Wg in the equatorial region will reshape the
Wg gradient with an additional Wg peak in the equatorial region (Ma and Moses,
1995; Wehrli and Tomlinson, 1995, 1998), leading to the potent repolarization. This
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ectopic� expression� study� suggests� that� Wg� can� function� as� a� primary� polarizing
signal,� although� it� remains� to� be� demonstrated� whether� Wg� is� strictly� required� for
polarity� patterning.� Analysis� of� Wg� loss-of-function� has� been� hampered� because� Wg
is� involved� in� other� events� in� eye� development� and� therefore� loss� of� wg� causes
complex� defects� in� the� eye� (Wehrli� and� Tomlinson,� 1998�).

In� a� simple� model,� components� involved� in� Wg/Wnt� signal� transduction� are� expected
to� be� required� for� readout� of� polarity� signals.� Therefore,� abnormal� signal� transduction
in� the� signal-receiving� cells� will� cause� polarity� abnormalities� restricted� within� mutant
cell� clones.� Surprisingly,� however,� loss-of-function� clones� of� the� arrow� (arr)� gene� shows
dramatic� nonautonomous� polarity� reversals� toward� the� equator.� Arr,� a� low� density
l�ipopr�ot�ei�n� (�LD�L)� r�ec�ept�or� f�am�il�y� p�rot�ei�n,� i�s� e�ss�ent�ia�l� f�or� W�g/�Wnt� s�ig�na�li�ng� by� a�cti�ng
as� a� co-receptor� for� Wg/Wnt� (Tamai� et� al.,� 2000;� Wehrli� et� al.,� 2000;� Pandur� and� Kuhl,
2001).� Similar� nonautonomous� phenotypes,� as� seen� in� arr�mutant,� were� also� found� with
mutant� clones� of� dsh� and� arm� that� are� downstream� to� arr.� The�se� n�ona�ut�onom�ous
polarity� changes� were� more� potent� as� the� position� of� mutant� clones� was� closer� to� the
polar� region.� This� leads� to� an� interesting� proposal� that� Wg/Wnt� signal� transduction
pathway� may� also� be� used� to� generate� an� unknown� polarity� signal,� called� factor� X� or
s�ec�on�da�ry� s�ig�na�l,� wh�ic�h� f�or�ms� a�n� e�qua�to�r-t�o-�pol�e� g�ra�die�nt� i�n� t�he� oppo�si�te� di�re�ct�io�n� t�o
the� Wg� gradient� (Wehrli� and� Tomlinson,� 1998;� Blair,� 1999).

The� proposed� dual� functions� of� Wg/Wnt� signal� transduction� pathway� also� raises� a
question:� How� can� the� same� pathway� carry� out� both� generation� and� readout� of
signal?� Further� analysis� of� dsh� mutant� clones� in� developing� eye� discs� suggests� that
autonomous� and� nonautonomous� functions� of� dsh� are� required� in� distinct� cell
populations.� Clones� of� dsh� mutant� cells� within� the� eye� disc� proper� show� polarity
reversals� within� the� clone� border.� In� contrast,� clones� located� in� the� disc� margin
juxtaposed� to� the� disc� proper� and� peripodial� membrane� cause� nonautonomous
long-range� polarity� reversals.� This� suggests� that� dsh� and� arm� are� required� in� the� disc
margin� for� organizing� long-range� polarity� signaling,� whereas� dsh� in� photoreceptors� in
the� disc� proper� is� necessary� only� for� readout� of� polarity� signal� (Lim� and� Choi,� 2004).

7.2. Signaling in equator-to-pole gradients

In� addition� to� a� pole-to-equator� gradient� of� Wg� (Wehrli� and� Tomlinson,� 1998),
another secreted molecule, Unpaired (Upd ), has been proposed to be involved in
polarity signaling. Upd, the ligand for JAK-STAT signaling pathway (Harrison
et al., 1998), is expressed preferentially in the posterior margin of second instar eye
disc and persisted at the DV midline adjacent to the optic stalk in third instar disc
(Zeidler� et� al.,� 1999a).� The� localization� of� Upd� in� the� posterior� DV� border� region
suggests that Upd forms a equator–polar gradient opposite to the Wg gradient and
therefore may be involved in secondary signaling for planar polarity. Loss of function
clones of Upd mutation cause position-dependent phenotypes as expected from the
localized expression of Upd at the posterior margin. Upd mutant clones located away
from the equator show little eVect, whereas the clones in the ventral side near the
equator cause striking expansion of mirr expression, that is, ventral shifting of
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the� equator� (Zeidler� et� al.,� 1999a).� These� results� indicate� that� Upd� and� Wg� are
important� for� positioning� of� the� equator� by� regulating� mirr� expression.� In� contrast
to� the� equator-to-pole� gradient� of� Upd,� STAT-lacZ� used� as� a� reporter� of� Upd-JAK
activity� shows� high� level� expression� in� the� DV� polar� regions� and� the� lowest� level� near
the� equator,� indicating� a� negative� regulation� of� STAT� by� Upd-JAK� (Zeidler� et� al,
1999a).� However,� loss� of� STAT92E� does� not� result� in� polarity� defects� as� seen� in� upd
or� hopscotch� (hop,� JAK)� (Binari� and� Perrimon,� 1994)� mutant� clones.� This� suggests
that� STAT� function� may� be� redundant� (�Harrison� et� al.,� 1998�).

Since� the� gradients� formed� by� secreted� Wg� and� Upd� probably� have� opposite
shapes,� it� is� possible� that� Wg� may� antagonize� Upd� expression.� However,� further� tests
suggest� that� Wg� and� Upd� may� function� independently.� First,� loss-of-function� clones
of� hop�,� which� encodes� JAK� (Binari� and� Perrimon,� 1994),� can� induce� nonautonomous
reversals� of� planar� polarity� in� the� polar� side� of� the� clone,� but� no� changes� were
detected� in� mirr�-lacZ� expression.� Second,� overexpression� of� Wg� near� the� site� of
Upd� expression� or� Upd� overexpression� did� not� a�Vect� the� expression� of� the� other,
respectively� (Luo� et� al.,� 1999;� Zeidler� et� al.,� 1999a).� Based� on� this� independent
regulation� of� two� pathways,� it� has� been� proposed� that� the� Upd� and� Wg� may� act� in
parallel� to� regulate� the� concentration� gradient� of� a� single� second� signal.� Upd� may
activate� this� signal� at� the� equatorial� region,� whereas� Wg� represses� it� at� the� polar
region.� This� will� increase� the� slope� of� the� equator-to-polar� gradient� of� a� second
signal,� thereby� allowing� more� e�Ycient� readout� of� the� polarity� signal� (Zeidler� et� al.,
1999a).

In� contrast� to� the� localized� expression� of� upd� in� the� equatorial� posterior� margin,
four-jointed� (� fj� )� is� expressed� in� a� broad� equatorial� domain� (Brodsky� and� Steller,
1996).� It� is� localized� in� the� broad� anterior� region� in� contrast� to� the� posterior� equato-
rial� expression� of� WR122� (�Heberlein� et� al.,� 1998).� Fj� is� involved� in� proximo-distal
patterning� of� leg� (Villano� and� Katz,� 1995�;� Zeidler� et� al.,� 1999b;� Buckles� et� al.,� 2001).
It� encodes� a� type� II-transmembrane� protein� whose� C-terminus� is� extracellular.� Clonal
analysis� in� the� leg� disc� has� shown� that� Fj� acts� nonautonomously.� Biochemical
evidence� also� suggests� that� the� C-terminal� extracellular� domain� is� cleaved� and� secret-
ed� to� act� as� a� di�Vusible� signaling� molecule� (Villano� and� Katz,� 1995).� Existing� Fj
alleles� including� a� molecular� null� mutation� are� viable,� and� homozygous� mutants
show� very� weak� DV� reversals.� However,� patches� of� mutant� clones� surrounded� by
wild-type� cells� caused� strong� nonautonomous� polarity� reversals:� Wild-type� ommati-
dia� in� the� polar� side� of� a� clone� showed� reversed� polarity� and� the� strength� of� polarity
reversals� was� enhanced� as� the� clones� are� located� closer� to� the� equator.� This� suggests
that� the� equator-to-pole� gradient� of� Fj� provides� an� important� polarity� cue.

While� Upd� is� independent� of� Wg,� ectopic� expression� of� Wg� results� in� downregula-
tion� of� Fj,� suggesting� that� equatorial� expression� of� Fj� is� due� to� negative� regulation
by� Wg� at� the� DV� polar� regions.� Besides� these� secreted� molecules,� two� cadherin
superfamily� transmembrane� proteins� Dachsous� (Ds)� and� Fat� (� Ft)� are� important
for modulation of Fz activity in R3/4 cells to determine planar polarity (Rawls
et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002; Fanto et al., 2003). Interestingly, Wg not only inhibits
Fj� expression� in� the� marginal� regions� (Zeidler� et� al.,� 1999a)� but� also� activates� the
expression of Ds, resulting in a pole-to-equator gradient of Ds (Yang et al., 2002).
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Further,� Fj� enriched� in� the� equatorial� region� plays� a� role� in� inducing� asymmetry� of
Ds� and� Ft� in� the� R3/4� equivalent� precursor� pair,� resulting� in� the� higher� Ds� in� the� R4
polar� cells� and� the� higher� Ft� and� Fz� function� in� the� R3� equatorial� cells� (Strutt� and
Strutt,� 2000b;� Yang� et� al.,� 2002).� More� detailed� analysis� of� Fj,� Ds,� and� Ft� functions� in
controlling� R3/R4� asymmetry� is� described� in� the� chapter� by� M.� Simon.

In� contrast� to� the� Wg-dependent� downregulation� of� Fj,� N� and� Upd� act� as� positive
regulators� of� Fj� (Zeidler� et� al.,� 1999b;� Buckles� et� al.,� 2001).� Ectopic� clones� expressing
intracellular domain of N (Nintra) activates Fj expression in the polar side of the clone
(Papayannopoulos et al., 1998). Studies on Wg, Upd, and Fj raise a possibility that
long-range polarity signals are generated by a combination of multiple gradients
of secreted molecules that may in part be functionally redundant. In this model
(Fig. 8), the initial DV patterning is established by compartmentalization of DV
domains by domain-specific selector genes such as pnr and Iro-C. This early
DV patterning induces activation of N signaling at the DV border for growth of
eye disc and organizing planar polarity signaling in subsequent stages. Polarity
signals may consist of multiple gradients of signaling molecules. N signaling from
the DV boundary leads to the expression of Upd and Fj in the equator-to-pole
gradients. The pole-to-equator gradient of Wg formed by its secretion from
the dorsoventral poles is involved in expression of Ds and downregulation of Fj
in the polar regions to reinforce the equator-to-pole gradient of Fj. Therefore, Fj and

Fig. 8. Schematic presentation of DV patterning events in eye disc. The top panel shows a simplified

model of gene functions involved in DV patterning during larval eye development. (A) Mid-late first instar

stage. Pnr expressed from the dorsal peripodial cells induces Wg expression. Secreted wg allows expression
of Iro-C genes in the broad dorsal domain. L and Ser are required for growth of the ventral domain.

(B) Late first- to mid-second instar stage. Iro-C and Fng domains are established and N is activated at the

DV border. (C) Early third instar stage. Wg secreted from the DV polar regions generate pole-to-equator
gradient. Opposite equator-to-pole gradients of secreted signaling molecules such as Upd and Fj may be

formed from the equatorial region by N activity at the DV border. The equator-to-pole gradient of Fj may

be reinforced Ds, a Wg downstream component. Upd and Fj are involved in generation of secondary

polarity signal X to which diVerentiating photoreceptor clusters respond by activating a signal
transduction pathway to establish DV planar polarity (step D).
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Upd, together or in parallel, are candidates for the secondary signal or are involved in
producing a secondary signal.

8. Concluding remarks

DV planar polarity of photoreceptor clusters is established by a number of signal-
ing events throughout eye disc development. We described an overview of key
developmental steps involved in early DV patterning and the organization of polarity
signal(s). Among a cascade of events, the DV compartmentalization is a key to
initiate patterning and growth in early eye disc. Domain-specific genes provide spatial
cues for DV poles and midline. These cues are used to induce expression of diVusible
molecules that form gradients of polarity signals in the pole-to-equator direction
and/or vice versa. Photoreceptor clusters that emerge from the furrow transduce these
signals to polarize the cluster pattern into either dorsal or ventral form depending on
their position in the eye disc.

Although our knowledge on the DV patterning in the eye has dramatically
increased in recent years, there are many unanswered questions in three major areas.
The first area is about the regulation of DV domain-specific genes. It is unclear at the
molecular level how Pnr expression localized in the dorsal margin of peripodial
membrane leads to the expression of Iro-C genes in the dorsal half of an eye disc. It
is also unknown how fng expression is induced and how repression of fng by Iro-C in
the dorsal domain is derepressed in later stages in the continued presence of wg and
Iro-C in the dorsal side. The second area is to understand how domain-specific
genes and N signaling at the DV boundary contribute to growth of the eye disc. It
will be important to understand the molecular basis of asymmetric control of disc
growth by a group of genes including L and Ser as these genes are not only essential
for eye morphogenesis but also may be important for organizing the eye pattern. The
third area is the relationship between the early DV patterning and the organization
of planar polarity. Key issues involve regulatory relationships between N signaling at
the DV boundary and the equatorial signals such as Fj andUpd, and the identification
of secondary signal(s).

Recent studies in vertebrate visual systems have identified several genes that are
expressed in a DV domain-specific pattern in the retina and/or the tectum. BMP-4
and Tbx5 act like dorsal selectors and restrict the expression of Vax2 and Pax2 to the
ventral eye (Koshiba-Takeuchi et al., 2000; Mui et al., 2002; Peters, 2002). These DV
expression domains comprise developmental compartments (Peters, 2002; Peters and
Cepko, 2002) and are important for the regulation of the DV retina-tectal projection
pattern (Koshiba-Takeuchi et al., 2000, McLaughlin et al., 2003). Further, Jagged-1,
a vertebrate homolog of Ser shows an asymmetric DV expression pattern in the retina
and its loss of function results in strong eye reduction (Xue et al., 1999). Therefore,
the DV boundary may play conserved roles in organizing growth and pattern of
visual system in higher animals, and studies in Drosophila may provide valuable
insights into the mechanisms of DV patterning genes in vertebrate systems.
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